Frequent asked questions
What Coloquio Internacional de Investigación para Estudiantes Universitarios, CIIEU is?
This is an annual event whose purpose is to provide pre-grade, grade and post-grade students a
forum to present proposal or concluded research on all science areas.
Who can participate in the CIIEU?
All students from pre-grade, grade and post-grade who has a research proposal or a concluded
research in all science areas can participate. Additionally, they’ll have to complete the necessary
process for the presentation.
What do I need for the inscription?
You need to be a university student and has a research proposal or a concluded research to
present at the CIIEU. Additionality, you must follow the instructions published in our webpage,
(www.cusur.udg.mx/cican), fill the correct inscription format, according to category and send it to
the corresponding email address.
Which is the cost to participate in the Coloquio Internacional de Investigación para Estudiantes
Universitarios?
The inscription cost is $90.00 pesos (or 5 dollars) per each author, quantity that must be covered
once the authors receive the email accepting their work and the registry code, if you don’t make a
deposit in the following week, the price will be $450.00 pesos (or 25 dollars).
Which presentation modalities there are?
One is the PRESENTIAL modality, here the research must be presented as a POSTER (size of 90 x
120 cm, vertical). It’s recommended to use more images than text. The poster should be made in
bond paper. The authors should be present the day and time of the event, to explain and defend
its work before the judges.
The other one is the DIGITAL modality, and here is necessary a PDF poster and must be send via
email along with a 5 minutes’ presentation video in English or Spanish, for which you’ll receive
instructions after the acceptance letter.
What is the poster presentation modality?
This modality implies the assistance to CIIEU on November 22 th 2018 to the Auditorio Aguilar
Zinser from Centro Universitario del Sur to present your poster in front judges.
What is the digital presentation modality?
This modality is for residents from countries other than Mexico. To participate is necessary to
prove you belong to another country’s college, sending an official document from the institution.
This modality will follow the same registry process. However, the presentation will entail two
parts, the first a PDF poster that must be send via email, the second, a 5 minutes’ presentation
video in English or Spanish, for which you’ll receive instructions after the acceptance letter
What kind of works can participate?
It can participate a research proposal with expected results, research in progress with partial
results or concluded research works. These works can be part of a thesis or the result of a class
project.
What is a research proposal?

It is a current research project, grade or post-grade thesis or an ongoing research, with partial
results.
What is a concluded research work?
It is a project, already concluded, course final work, grade or post-grade thesis that have been
concluded during the present year or in previous periods.
In which category should I make the inscription?
You should make the inscription at the category that most relationship have to your research
topic.
In which area do I have to register my work?
You should register your work at the email that most relationship have to your research topic.
How do I make my abstract?
The abstract will be according to the category you participate on, either as concluded research or
proposal. You should to download the register form and fill it out every single field with a small
introduction, in which you include transcendent information from which your research question
arises. The aim of your work, its method, describing population and procedures used or proposed
to be use. Results (partial or total according to the category), where you describe your findings and
statistical analysis applied. Additionally, if your work is concluded you should include a discussion,
trying to compare and explain your results. The abstract should not contain over 300 words.
Where do I have to send my abstract?
The abstract should be send according to the category you participate on.
How do I know if the organizing committee received my email?
You will receive an automatic email response as answer to your first email informing you that your
abstract is
going through the evaluation process and the final decision will be conveyed in the next 10
working days.
How do I know if I have been accepted?
From 10 working days of receiving the automatic mail, you will be informed if your research paper
has been accepted, accepted with comments or rejected.
If I get the acceptance letter what is the next step?
You should make the payment to BBVA Bancomer bank, account number 1291398407 or to
interbank electronic deposit CLABE 012 342 012913984070. And make a single deposit for each
work, with the total amount corresponding to the number of authors and keep the original and a
photocopy from your voucher.
Who has to pay for the Coloquio Internacional de Investigación para Estudiantes Universitarios?
Just the research authors should to pay $90.00 pesos or 5 dollars each.
Where do I have to make the deposit payment?
The payment should be made to BBVA Bancomer bank, account number 1291398407 or to
interbank electronic deposit CLABE 012 342 012913984070. Please make a single deposit for each

work, with the total amount corresponding to the number of authors. It is important to ask the
cashier to write the word COL + your REGISTRY CODE as reference.
May I assist at the Coloquio Internacional de Investigación para Estudiantes Universitarios
without a poster?
Yes, you may assist as an ATTENDANT and the cost is the same.
Who’ll receive the participation certificate?
All assistants that presents a poster and that cover the cost inscription for $90.00 pesos or 5
dollars per author. What characteristics must my poster have?
The poster must have a size of 90 x 120 cm, vertical. It’s recommended to use more images than
text. The poster should be made in bond paper. The authors should be present the day and time of
the event, to explain and defend its work before the judges.
What day do I have to present my poster?
The poster will be presented on November 22 th 2018 at the Aguilar Zinser Auditorium from Centro
Universitario del Sur de la Universidad de Guadalajara in Guzman city.
Where is my participation certificate delivered?
It will be delivered the same day as that of the poster presentation at del Auditorio Adolfo Aguilar
Zinser del Centro Universitario del Sur, of Universidad de Guadalajara, in Ciudad Guzmán, Jalisco
México.
What should I present the CIIEU’s day to pick up the participation certificate?
You should present the payment voucher original and a photocopy.
At what time do I have to present my poster?
The event program will be published on NOVEMBER 22th, 2018 on www.cusur.udg.mx/cican, here
you’ll find the schedule for the day.
How will the research poster be evaluated?
An expert judge will evaluate through a process that takes into account various points and will
determinate a score based on the evaluation criteria.
What is evaluated?
The criteria’s evaluation will be for both modalities: visual aspects from the poster that will have
all the fields, the exposition, explanation and defense of the poster.
Who evaluates the research posters?
The research poster will be evaluated for judges who are grade and post grade experts in each
area.

